EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTION AND COURSE
University of Missouri

Instructor: ____________________________

Course No.: ____________________________ Section: __________ Date: __________

By thoughtfully answering this survey, you will provide information to help improve teaching effectiveness.

Please use a #2 pencil to darken the circle that most closely corresponds to your observation. Please completely erase any changes in your answers.

SECTION I: STUDENT INFORMATION

For me this course is a(n) . . .
○ requirement
○ elective
○ other

In this course, I expect my grade to be . . .
A  B  C  D  F  S  U  None

I am . . .
○ male
○ female
○ transgender
○ prefer not to answer

I am a . . .
○ freshman
○ sophomore
○ junior
○ senior
○ graduate
○ other

SECTION II: THIS INSTRUCTOR

Thinking about your experience in this course, please select your level of agreement with this statement.

This instructor taught effectively considering both the possibilities and limitations of the subject matter and the course (including class size and facilities).

Strongly agree  Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly disagree

SECTION III: FEEDBACK FOR OTHER STUDENTS

The MU campus collects evaluations of faculty responsible for delivering instruction all or part of a course. Your answers to the following questions will be combined with those of other students and used in the selection of courses for the next time this instructor teaches this course. Thank you for providing honest input.

Would you recommend this class to other students regarding . . .

Yes  No  I don’t know

class schedule
○ ○ ○
class size (e.g., organization, pacing)
○ ○ ○
positive learning environment
○ ○ ○
instructor’s teaching skill/style
○ ○ ○
fairness of grading
○ ○ ○

SECTION IV: YOUR COMMENTS ARE VALUED

Your comments will be used to improve this course. Please be thoughtful and constructive as possible. Please keep your comments within the box. Your comments will be seen by your instructor until after your grades have been turned in.

What comments do you have regarding the teaching or content of this course?